ABSTRACT Large scale multiple-input-multiple output (LS-MIMO) systems are one of the most promising candidates for 5 th generation wireless communication networks. Many researchers have claimed that LS-MIMO systems increase energy efficiency (EE) and bandwidth efficiency (BE) exponentially because of large number of antennas. Significant increase in transmission directivity also increases sum rate and data throughput but implementation of LS-MIMO is complex in terms of hardware. As the number of antenna elements increase, it becomes necessary that the manufacturing material of antenna must be very cheap and size of antenna element should be very compact. Large number of antenna elements and other hardware components induce different impairments in the system due to amplifier distortion, quantization noise, and phase noise. Since these impairments come as a gift with large scale antenna regime and they effect EE and BE of the system, it is necessary to investigate them for practical scenarios. In this paper, we consider a LS-MIMO single cell scenario with the inclusion of hardware impairments. We derive new expressions for MMSE estimator and achievable rates including effects of hardware impairments. We analyze hardware impairments on the basis of derived expressions. We perform simulations using derived sophisticated impairments model with realistic measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have already been the integral part of wireless communication systems such as Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A).
By applying MIMO technology, higher data throughput and reliability have been achieved. LS-MIMO or massive MIMO has been considered an as advanced version of MIMO systems [1] . LS-MIMO has been graded as one of the most promising network technology for future wireless networks. The potential gains of LS-MIMO have been investigated through theory and simulations [2] . It has been observed that LS-MIMO systems provide EE gains in terms of thousands as well as BE gains in orders of hundreds. These gains depend upon the focused performance of LS-MIMO systems in which they can address tens of user terminals (UTs) through hundreds of antennas.
The usage of large number of antennas has given birth to some new problems such as cheapness and compactness of the manufacturing material. Decreasing hardware cost and increasing EE on the other side may induce negative effects in the system. In almost all digital communication systems, we observe different forms of noises and distortions. They also act as one of the main factor that limits accurate transmission of information. Extensive variation of signal has been observed due to these distortions at the time of reception. These distortions include amplifier noise, quantization error and non-linearities in power amplifier. The removal of these distortions has been one of the most important research direction since the beginning of digital communications.
Application of LS-MIMO mainly depends upon the advantage of large numbers to cancel out noise, channel fadings, etc. In [1] and [3] ideal hardware has been assumed to develop system model for LS-MIMO. However, practically, low-cost antenna elements and other cheap components have been used to implement it. As a result, severe effects such as amplifier non-linearities, I/Q imbalance, digital to analog conversion (and vice vera) non-linearities, [4] , [5] have been observed in practical LS-MIMO systems due to imperfect and non-ideal nature of hardware. System model with single type of imperfections and impairments has been considered in [4] - [6] . LS-MIMO system with residual hardware impairments has also been analyzed in [4] and impairments have been modeled as Gaussian. Bjrnson et al. [4] deduced expressions for uplink and downlink capacity bounds including the effects of hardware impairments. Bjrnson et al. [4] use matched filter (MF) and MMSE pre-coding to derive the equations for asymptotic sum rate in uplink. They also presented a new detector named as HWI-MMSE detector. Bjrnson et al. [4] also provided a system model with impairments, they took only additive distortions into account and other hardware impairments were ignored. Pitarokoilis et al. [5] derived uplink sum rate expressions in LS-MIMO for single cell considering oscillator's phase noise. The effect of phase drifts has been investigated and for single carrier modulation, it has been simulated in [5] . Recently, it has been observed that, low peak-peak average power (PAPR) ratio at the transmitter side reduces the impact of amplifier distortion. Mohammed and Larsson [6] , developed constant envelop pre-coding to attain low PAPR. Studer and Larsson [22] used excessive degrees of freedom in LS-MIMO to design PAPR effective downlink pre-coding. Some analytical and experimental results have also been provided in [7] and [8] by considering non-ideal hardware at transmitter and receiver. In these research works impairments have been modeled as additive noises with distinctive properties. Hardware impairments have been modeled as additive Gaussian nature with the variance depending upon transmit signal energy in [7] . This system model has also been validated by experimental simulations in [8] . Some recent studies have been recorded on checking the effects of hardware nonlinearities. However, still more work is required for designing more sophisticated mitigation efficient algorithms to combat these non-ideal behavior of hardware. These small impairments and distortions can have significant negative impact on the overall performance of the system due to the combined effect of hundreds of components at the BS.
In some previous works such as [9] - [11] hardware components have been considered ideal and only additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) has been considered. However in practical systems we do not come across only AWGN but other hardware impairments which exist in almost all realistic implementations. Some compensation algorithms have been applied in [7] to mitigate the effects of hardware impairments. These algorithms can be implemented during digital or analog signal processing. These algorithms may help in reducing the impact of hardware impairments but they can not remove impairments completely. Schenk [7] have tried to estimate and parameterize the residual impairments but it has not been possible yet to model impairments accurately due to their randomness. Bjornson et al. [12] and Zhang et al. [13] examined the behavior of hardware impairments by stochastic modeling. In these models, it has to be assumed that hardware impairments and transmission waveform are completely uncorrelated. These models were less complex with inaccurate results as the relationship between transmit signal and impairments was not exploited. It has been observed that some major impairments such as distortion of amplifier, amplifier phase noise and quantization errors depend significantly on transmit signal so some researchers do not prefer stochastic modeling. Some traditional compensation algorithms for hardware impairments such as digital pre-distortion [14] and phase noise compensation [16] have been used for MIMO in the past bearing fruitful results but in the case of LS-MIMO they may be very complex due to large scale antenna regime. Mutual coupling between ports of antenna elements has also been another major hardware impairment which causes distortion by disturbing load impedance of amplifiers. Some algorithms have been proposed in [14] and [15] but in our understanding these algorithms might be too complex for LS-MIMO. It has been observed in [17] and [18] that the problem of component impairments is genuine and it definitely effects the overall performance. As LS-MIMO is relatively a new concept and its practical deployment is still a question so we have been unable to find a lot of research work on the hardware impairments. General system model with hardware impairments has been investigated in [19] with single carrier transmission in the available bandwidth. System models with multi-carrier modulations have been investigated in [7] and [20] . Hardware imperfections with frequency selective channels has been carried out in [5] . Hardware impairments for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) multi-antenna systems has been studied in [21] .
It has been observed that in LS-MIMO, better EE can be achieved because the output power decreases linearly with the increase in antenna elements. However, the power utilized by data converters increase with larger array size of antenna. In [23] power utilized by data converters has been reduced by reducing digital resolution but it induced more quantization noise in the system. In the light above research works [1] - [23] we conclude that different hardware impairments can be one of the major issues in deployment for LS-MIMO so they must be addressed properly. Keeping in view the importance of this problem in this paper we focus on LS-MIMO system with hardware imperfections. We develop system model with the inclusion of hardware impairments and investigate how these imperfections effect the overall performance of the system specially upper and lower bounds of BE.
This paper is organized as follows
• In section II we discuss some common hardware impairments models.
• In Section III we derive system model by including some variables specific for hardware impairments
• In Section IV we derive MMSE estimator and show that how impairments limit the performance of MMSE.
• In Section V we derive lower and upper capacity bounds for BE of the system with the effects of hardware impairments. We investigate effects of impairments on both bounds separately. VOLUME 5, 2017
• We draw conclusions in section VI.
II. OVERVIEW OF HARDWARE IMPAIRMENTS MODELS FOR LS-MIMO
Significant amount of research has been done on LS-MIMO systems considering ideal hardware but practically hardware is always non-ideal. Non-ideal hardware induces distortion and creates mismatch between the transmit and received signal. There are many linear and non-linear distortions added by hardware components such as converters, mixers and amplifiers. It is impossible to develop a system without hardware impairments but most of the times these imperfections increase when one tries to manufacture low-cost components.
To design any compensation algorithm, behavior of each hardware component must be studied in detail. Apart from the fact that hardware impairments caused by every component must be addressed, algorithms must be designed to negate the overall impact of all residual hardware impairments to get accurate system performance. In this section we throw light on some of the most commonly used models for hardware impairments.
A. DETERMINISTIC MODELS Some deterministic models include imperfections of antenna and power amplifiers. In these models, equations have been derived for power amplifier imperfections by Volterra series [24] , or their subsets such as memory polynomials [25] . The above two deterministic models have been able to describe radio frequency (RF) power amplifiers accurately but they have been unable to capture the effects of mismatch and mutual coupling. In [26] , the imperfections caused by mutual coupling and mismatch have been modeled in detail. Authors also considered data converters with ideal timing and smooth quantization without any jitter in the system. Cartesian scheme of quantization has been used for complex signal scenario which performs independent quantization for imaginary and real parts The general expression of field component for deterministic models has been given by [26] 
In (1), M represents antenna elements and F m (θ, ψ) represents distance-normalized pattern of far-field from the m th antenna. θ represents angle of elevation and ψ represents azimuth angle. Here s m [n] represents the effect of mutual coupling and mismatch from surrounding power amplifiers and for specific amplifier m it can be given as [26] 
In ( 
B. MULTIPLICATIVE STOCHASTIC MODELS
Athley [27] modeled impairments stochastically as multiplicative phase noises and amplitudes. In that case the error term became amplitude dependent. This type of modeling of hardware impairment was very efficient because phase noise and amplifier distortion were naturally dependent on amplitude. However due to its multiplicative nature, some impairments were ignored such as quantization noise due to their additive nature.
C. ADDITIVE STOCHASTIC MODELS
Another model that has been used numerously in the literature in for LS-MIMO is additive stochastic model. In these type of hardware impairment models, impairments and imperfections have been considered as additive Gaussian noise. This model has been implemented in [4] . In this model the impairment calculation depends upon the signal by means of its covariance matrix. This model is famous because it has good traceability. It is shown in [4] that it is less complex than multiplicative stochastic and deterministic models and its results are applicable practically. In the next section we use this model to analyze hardware impairments because of its generality and traceability.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we derive complete additive stochastic system model for hardware impairment analysis. To avoid complexity and for the brevity of our results we assume single link between BS and user terminal (UT). We consider a single cell system as shown in Fig. 1 and all interference from neighboring cells has been ignored. BS comprises of M antennas while UT has only one antenna. An important consideration is that the number of antennas at BS, M , can be very large. We assume TDD protocol for transmission. The main reason for using TDD is that it is suitable in conjunction with channel reciprocity, which makes analysis a lot much easier. The complexity in channel estimation is significantly reduced because Hermitian transpose of estimated channel state information (CSI) in UL can be used directly in DL. In the next subsection we derive noise, UL and DL modeling respectively.
Notation− All bold characters represent vectors or matrices. tr(.) and E(.) denote trace and expectation respectively. I denotes the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. Diagonal of matrix a is given as diag {(a 1 . . . a N ) }. Subscripts such as (.) T , (.) H and (.) * represent transpose, Hermetian and conjugate respectively. The spectral norm of a matrix X is given as X 2 and Frobenius norm is given by X F .
A. DISTORTION NOISE MODELING
Any alteration in the desired signal is known as distortion noise while all traditional noise models take only random fluctuations in circuitry into account. The difference between them is that power of distortion noise is non-stationary in nature. Error vector magnitude (EVM) is defined as the measure of quality of hardware components. Mathematically it is defined as
In the above equation s represents DL data vector without pre-coding, y represents the DL transmit vector and φ = y H s y 2 2 . Values for EVM have been specified by LTE standards. If EVM is less then system can support higher modulations [28] . The EVM is a collective measurement metric because it takes into account several impairments such as interference, distortion and noise.
B. UL MODELING
We consider UL modeling from [7] and [8] . The relationship between UT and BS, including hardware impairments, for single-link can be given as
In the above equation y UL is the received signal during UL process. H is the corresponding channel vector, the channel impulse response is actually generated as a symmetric complex Guassian distribution of mean circularly
where I M is identity matrix, w ∼ CN (0, X w ) is the impairment noise where X w = ι.diag(|H 1 | 2 . . . |H M | 2 ), the variable s is the data vector which can be pilot or information symbol, ι is the constant of proportionality and n is the receiver noise, Here n is the combination of both interference and additive noise and it is modeled as n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I) and n does not depend upon s but it may depend on the channel H because it also takes other interferences into account. Furthermore, the statistics of n might not be the same during pilot transmission phase and data transmission phase because in some cases it has been observed that cells use [1] , it has been assumed that each cell applies time-division multiple access (TDMA) protocol during pilot transmission phase due to its accuracy in CSI and its ability to invoke spatial-division multiple access (SDMA) in data transmission phase. The normalization constant is given as ζ UL = {|s| 2 }.
C. DL MODELING
DL system model for LS-MIMO with hardware impairments can be given as
In the above equation y DL is the received signal at UT. Channel is just Hermetian transpose of the UL channel. w is additive distortion noise term, w ∼ CN (0, X w ) is the impairment noise where X w = ι.diag(V 1,1 . . . V M ,M ) and V = E{dd H }, the variable d is the data vector, ζ DL is the normalization factor defined as
Our intent is to analyze a signal with the inclusion of distortion so we assume that a fixed portion of signal has been converted to distortion. The hardware component causing distortion can't be specified because the nature of distortion is too random to be identified. This might be because of quantization errors caused by analog-digital conversion or vice versa, a leakage from sub-carrier due to I/Q imbalance, nonlinearities caused by power amplifier or phase noise [7] , [28] . The constant of proportionality ι is treated as constant but practically, it increases as the power of signal increases. Our aim is to get high performance by using low-cost hardware. This is one of the basic obstacles in the implementation of LS-MIMO because due to large number of antenna elements ,M , cheap components produce larger distortions and their over all effect degrades system's performance.
IV. CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section we derive channel estimator for our current scenario. This can be done by comparing the received signal vector y UL with the predefined pilot signal. Numerous researchers have determined CSI with for LS-MIMO [2] , [29] , [30] , but here the case is different because the distortion noises at BS and UT depend upon the unknown H, which is stochastic in nature. This is either because of the multiplication in the in (4) as Hw or variance of w. Apart from the fact that we also consider all distortion noises Gaussian but still it cant be modeled by the traditional channel estimators in [2] , [29] , [30] . The MMSE channel estimate for our system model be given aŝ
In the above equation R = E HH H and R diag = diag {R 11 . . . R MM }, here σ 2 ρ represents inverse signal to noise ratio. The error covariance matrix can be given as
We can decompose channel like H =Ĥ + hereĤ is the corresponding MMSE estimate, is the estimation error with unknown value. Here we assume thatĤ and are not joint complex Gaussian but both have zero mean and they depend upon each other. It is possible that our derived MMSE estimator achieves less MSE from the estimators derived in [30] . This difference will not be very large but we get this difference because the inclusion of distortion parameters. The special case of error covariance matrix in large scale antenna regime can be written as in [4] .
The above relationship gives us important knowledge about the estimation error per each element in H. The variance of error is represented by an expression with the identity matrix I. As do not see M in the above equation so we can conclude that this factor does not depend upon number of antennas thus estimation error per element neither increase nor decreases with the number of antennas. There is positive error floor because of hardware impairments as shown in the above equation. It implies that there will always be estimation errors even if we do asymptotic analysis. The error in the transmitter hardware is represented by level of impairment ι. To get good estimation accuracy high quality hardware is required at BS. Error floor also occurs in non-ideal hardware when R is not diagonal matrix. To get general high power limit (10) can be simulated. The results can be generated for any channel with zero mean and R as a distribution interference. It is because estimator is derived by using first two moments of statistical distributions. Now we assume a simple Rayleigh channel model with line of sight propagation. This model has plane wave front from BS to UT. The angle of departure can be determined easily, it is distributed uniformly in the interval [-45 • ,45 • ]. We observe that how estimation error disturbs each element of channel matrix. We use different value of EVM from the guidelines provided by 3GPP and check their effect on channel elements of this particular channel model. Fig. 2 shows a relationship between SNR and estimation error. It shows the behaviour of same channel elements with different values of EVM. We observe that as the level of EVM increases, error floor increases. We observe that even by increasing SNR, there is no drastic decrease in the error floor. To get simulation results, channel has been estimated by using derived MMSE estimator. Now we investigate the effect of hardware imperfections by using different channel models. We investigate simple Rayleigh line of sight (LoS) channel model discussed above and two other statistical channel covariance models. We use two very famous ray tracing models named as Spatial channel model (SCM) [31] and International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [32] urban model for our analysis. We use different values of ι and check the effect on relative estimation error per antenna element with increasing number of antennas. We also analyze the simulation results by choosing different values of SNR. Fig. 3 shows that the accuracy of system also depends upon the selection of channel model. Fig. 3 we use fix value of SNR=5dBs. The channels which are easy to estimate are less affected by hardware impairments. It is because less complexity means higher spatial correlation and thus reduction in errors. Here we also observe that even increasing number of antennas does not have a drastic effect on the performance of every channel model. Thus use of appropriate channel model according to environment gives us better estimation and as a result less contamination by hardware impairments. Fig. 4 shows same analysis with the value of SNR=25dBs. We observe that the difference between the channels models in terms of estimation error per element becomes constant and over all estimation error per element is reduced. 
V. CHANNEL CAPACITIES
In this section we analyze channel capacities for UL and DL system model by using TDD protocol. We actually derive expressions for upper bounds and lower bounds of channel capacity. We also analyze the impact of hardware imperfections on the derived expressions. For our analysis we assume that CSI is perfect. The derived bounds will strictly hold if CSI is achieved by MMSE estimator derived during previous section.
A. CHANNEL CAPACITIES: UPPER BOUND
In this subsection we derive upper bounds on capacities by using channel knowledge. We have already assumed single cell and perfect CSI so no inter-cell interference at BS or UT comes into account. We deduce our expressions for upper bound on channel capacities in UL and DL by using Gaussian codebooks, it is because both distortion noises and receiver noises are circularly symmetric Gaussian with complex distribution and do not depend upon the desired signal because perfect CSI is assumed. The expression for capacity in UL can be given as C ul ≤ E max log 2 (1 + SINR ul (P ul )) (12) where P is the beam forming vector, SINR ul is Signal to Interference plus noise ratio in UL and can be given by the expression
In the above expression
. After attaining maximization, the P ul can be written as
By substituting in (12) the final expression for upper bounds of channel capacities in UL can be given as
The expression for calculating upper bounds in capacity for DL can be given as
where SINR dl can be given by the expression
After attaining maximization, the P dl can be written as
By substituting in (16) the final expression for upper bounds of channel capacities in DL can be given as
We observe that the beamforming vector in (14) and combining vector at receiver (18), depend upon channel vector H, inverse signal to noise ratio σ 2 ρ and EVM ι. This shows that with the reduction of impairments, we can have sufficient improvement in EE at both sender and receiver. Now we simulate our system model according to above results to check the upper bounds on channel capacities. Fig. 5 shows upper bounds on channel capacities with different levels of hardware impairments. We observe that hardware imperfections significantly reduces the upper bounds range of channel capacity. We use fix value of SNR=5 for our analysis.
We now change the vale of SNR from 5dBs to 25dBs and simulate the system again with same value of hardware impairments in Fig. 6 . We see significant improvement in the curves of upper bounds as they reach higher bandwidth efficiencies.
B. LOWER BOUNDS ON CHANNEL CAPACITIES
In this sub section we derive expressions for lower bounds for channel capacity in UL and DL. We do this by using same assumptions that we did in the previous sub section. VOLUME 5, 2017 We assume single cell and perfect CSI so no inter-cell interference at BS or UT comes into account. We deduce our expressions for lower bound on channel capacities in UL and DL by using Gaussian codebooks, it is because both distortion noises and receiver noises are circularly symmetric Gaussian with complex distribution and do not depend upon the desired signal because perfect CSI is assumed. The expression for capacity in UL can be given as
where U ul is beamforming vector and SINR ul(lower) (U ul ) is given as
The expression for capacity in DL can be given as C dl ≥ E max log 2 (1 + SINR dl (U dl )) (22) where U dl is the beam forming vector and SINR dl(lower) (U dl ) is given as The derivation of above equations show that hardware quality does have an impact on overall system performance as we see ι in each final expression. It also limits the capacities of system in UL and DL. As the number of antenna grows large this effect is reduced or sometimes eliminate completely. This is because of the fact that all the distortion noises at BS are distributed randomly in vector space of M dimensions. As number of antenna increases the transmit beam forming becomes more narrow and exact signal can be transmitted. The result is very useful because large antenna arrays will be having impairments sue to low quality equipment to reduce implementation cost. On the other hand the distortion noises at UTs can't vanish but they have very effect on over all performance.
We now check the effect of hardware impairments on lower bounds of channel capacity. We do this by checking BE with respect to number of antennas. Fig. 7 shows lower capacity variation with the effects of hardware impairments. We do simulations by choosing a fixed value of SNR=5dBs. In Fig. 8 , we keep the other parameters same but change the value of SNR=25dBs. We see that lower bounds on channel capacity increases as the value of SNR increases but as the value of hardware impairments increase, we see decrease in lower bounds of capacity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we analyzed the upper bounds and lower bounds on channel capacity in LS-MIMO with the inclusion of hardware impairments. We derived a new system model by adding the effect of additive distortion noise. The derived model has been verified theoretically and experimentally by MATLAB simulations. The derived model can be further improved by investigating and identifying the effect of each particular hardware equipment in order to achieve more smooth optimization. We also proved by simulations that impairments in hardware gives us error floors regardless which channel model is applied so this issue is very important and needs to be optimized further in order to deploy LS-MIMO systems practically in future.
